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Abstract

This study deals with performance evaluation of
locomotion modes of a redundant off-road robot in
order to adapt the locomotion parameters to ground
conditions. Evaluation criterion which are stability,
gradeability and energy consumption of each locomo-
tion mode are studied for different mechanical terrain
parameters. The proposed evaluation framework is
based on quasi-static motion equations and includes
basic concepts of Terramechanics.
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1 Introduction

One of the key factor for success of future autonomous
planetary exploration missions could be the use of rovers
with high locomotion performance. During the last
decades, many researches were dedicated to the de-
sign of what so-called ”high mobility systems”. This
concept is referred to both speed capacity and clear-
ance ability. The classical trends for high mobility
rovers consists in integrating internal mobility into con-
ventional wheeled systems in order to overcome their
main handicap i.e. the insufficiency of clearance ca-
pacity. These mobilities could be : (1) passive (unac-
tuated joint or with spring-damper device) as for the
Rocky rovers [12], Shrimp [11], Nomad [10] and Nexus
[13]; or (2) active (actuated joint) as for SRR [8], Az-
imut [9], HyLoS [4] and WorkPartner [7]. Those three
last robots are able to perform different locomotion
modes, based on a mix between rolling and crawling
gait, which offer the possibility to adapt the mode to
the local terrain difficulty. This adaptation requires ob-
viously an identification of both geometrical and phys-
ical terrain properties.

This paper deals with the performance evaluation
of locomotion modes of the wheel-legged Hylos robot
as function of some significant terrain parameters. The
chosen evaluation criterion depict the configuration safety,
the clearance capacity and the energy consumption.

First, we will describe the mechatronic architecture of
the Hylos robot and the associated locomotion modes.
Next, we will develop basic models used in the evalua-
tion process of the different locomotion modes. Finally,
some preliminary results of evaluation criteria will be
presented for each locomotion modes as function of dif-
ferent terrain properties.

2 Hylos description and associated locomotion
modes

Hylos (fig.1) is a wheel-legged robot with 16 degrees of
freedom. It is approximately 70 cm long and weights
12 kg. It has four legs each combining a 2 degree-
of-freedom suspension mechanism with a steering and
driven wheel. Each leg is composed of two 20 cm
length link driven by two electrical linear actuators
and the wheel radius is 6 cm. This mechanism can
be seen as a large displacement active suspension. Hy-
los is equipped with two inclinometers to get the plat-
form pitch and roll angles and 3 axes forces sensor on
each leg for contact force measurement. Four control-
boards based on a 80c592 micro-controller are dedi-
cated to the low-level control of each leg (four DOF
controlled by each one). A PC-104 board is used for
high-level posture control (and also the other locomo-
tion modes: rolling motion, peristalsis motion, ...).
Communications between the PC and micro-controllers
are achieved through a CAN bus.

A new similar platform, Hylos 2, is currently devel-
oped and will be equipped with stereo vision system.
This enables ground surface mapping and soil mater-
ial characterization by image texture analysis. These
models are used in a supervisor which have to select the
locomotion mode the most appropriate with respect to
the ground conditions. Figure (1.b) depicts the general
control scheme of the robot. The internal loop is ded-
icated for low level control of each locomotion mode
and the external one for mode selection.

We consider in this paper 3 locomotion modes for
the Hylos rover, of which definitions are given in the
following items.

• (M1) is the pure rolling mode, with the legs mo-
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Figure 1: (a) View of Hylos 2 - (b) Global control scheme of Hylos robot

bilities locked in their nominal configuration. This
mode is convenient for flat and smooth hard ground.

• (M2) is the rolling with reconfiguration mode.
In this case, the internal active mobilities are
used to optimize the posture in order to enhance
the locomotion performance. The used criteria
are the tipover stability margin and the wheel-
ground contact force balance. A suboptimal pos-
ture of the robot that optimize the normal com-
ponent of contact force is defined [5]. The normal
forces balance is optimized by assuming the dis-
tribution of vertical component of contact forces.
Because of the particular design of Hylos, this
corresponds to maintain the roll angle to zero,
and to configure each leg in such way that pro-
jected distances between contact points and the
platform center of gravity are equal. The other
posture parameters that are the ground clear-
ance, the pitch angle and the nominal wheel-
base are specified by a high level controller with
respect to the platform task (vision, manipula-
tion). This locomotion mode is adapted to irreg-
ular ground without discontinuities like sloping
ground or rough terrain. Figure (2.a) depicts Hy-
los evolving on an asymmetric irregular ground
with maintaining constant its configuration (roll
and pitch angles and platform height). Figure
(2.b) represents the roll and picth angles as func-
tion of time in this mode (M2) whereas curves of
(fig.2.c) are of those angles in pur rolling mode
(M1) for the same ground profile and which gives
critical instable configurations of the rover.

• (M3) is the crawling mode which is mainly based
on legs mobilities to produce traction force. Dif-
ferent gaits could be defined from biological
quadruped or from worms (peristaltic symmetric
mode). In this study, we choose one cyclic gait
in which each pair of wheels in the frontal plane
moves only when the other one is firmly braced
to the ground (see Fig.3). Because of minimiz-

ing rolling resistance due to ground compaction,
this mode is well adapted for locomotion on non-
cohesive soft soils as sand or any other granular
material [1].

3 Kineto-static motion model with basic ter-
ramechanics concepts

We present in this section the models used for a qualita-
tive evaluation of the considered locomotion modes as
function of the terrain parameters. We assume a quasi-
static motion of the system with permanent ground
contact. Slippage are considered through terramechan-
ics equations.

First, the general formulation of kineto-static mo-
tion of the system is expressed by, first the velocity
equation

Lvp = Jq̇ + vs (1)

and the equilibrium equations

Ltf = g (2)
Jtf = τ + h (3)

In these equations:

• L is a 12x6 locomotion matrix,

• J is 12x16 jacobian matrix,

• vp is vector of the twist components of the plat-
form;

• q̇ is vector of joint rates,

• vs = [vsi] is vector of slippage velocities along
each contact frame Ri = (Ci, ti, li,ni), where ni

is the normal vector to ground at the contact
point Ci, ti is the longitudinal vector, li is the
lateral vector,

• f = [fi] is vector of contact components,

• g is vector of generalized force due to gravity as-
sociated to platform displacement ,
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(a) Hylos 1 evolving on an irregular ground profile with a constant nominal configuration (Mode 2).
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Figure 2: (b) Roll and pitch angles in mode 2, (c).Roll and pitch angles in mode 1.

• h is vector of generalized force associated joint
parameters;

• τ is vector of joint torques.

The contact force under each wheel expressed in the
local frame is defined by fi = [Ti −Ri, Li,Wi]t, where

• Ti is thrust force,

• Ri is the rolling resistance,

• Li is the lateral force,

• Wi is the normal load.

We use classical Bekker’s equations for rigid wheel
to express the rolling resistance[3]:

Ri = b

[
(kc/b + kφ)

zn+1
i

n + 1

]
(4)

with

zi =

[
3Wi

b(3− n)(kc/b + kφ)
√

D

] 2
2n + 1

!

(5)

In these equations,

• zi is wheel sinkage,

• b is the wheel width,

• kc, kφ, n are Bekker’s terrain parameters in rela-
tion with terrain response to a vertical load.

We use the slip-drift theory introduced in [6] to
express the thrust and lateral components{

Ti = Vi cos βi

Li = Vi sinβi
(6)

with
Vi = (Aic + Wi tanφ)

(
1− K

uil

(
1− exp(

−uil

K
)
))

βi = arctan
(1− si

si
tanαi

)
ui =

√
(1− si)2 tan2 αi + s2

i

(7)
In these equations :

• si is the slippage ratio,

• αi is the drift angle,

• c the soil cohesion,

• φ the internal friction angle,

• K the shear modulus,
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Figure 3: Sequences of crawling with a 2D symmetric gait (Mode 3).

• Vi is the total tangential force;

• βi is the tangential force angle,

• ui is the rate of change of displacement in the
contact area,

• Ai = bli is the contact area with li the contact
length.

The static equation of the vehicle, considered as
a rigid system, is undetermined. This indeterminacy
is due to the fact that the system has a non-minimal
number of contact with the environment. Moreover,
these contacts are frictional. Another source of inde-
terminacy comes from the use of redundant actuation.
The equilibrium equations of the system (first part of
equation 3) have a general solution equal to:

f = (Lt)+g + (I− LtL)λ (8)

where (Lt)+ is the generalized inverse matrix and λ is
an arbitrary vector. Thus, to solve the indeterminacy,
we use an optimization procedure based on the simplex
method to find a solution that minimizes the tangential
force ratios Ti/Wi and Li/Wi. This solution leads to
maximize the traction efficiency and to minimize the
drift angle.

4 Preliminary results on performance evalua-
tion

This section try to quantify some performance crite-
rion which express the locomotion mobility of the Hy-
los robot as function of some terrain parameters. We
remind that the goal is to adapt the locomotion modes
to terrain conditions. The selection of the appropri-
ate mode could be based on some rules which con-
siders many performance criterion as function of the
mission constraints. We will assume in this study that
both geometrical and mechanical properties of ground
are known. The results, presented in this section, are
proper to Hylos robot. The method considers specific
geometry and actuation constraints of our robot and

can not be automatically generalized to the same lo-
comotion modes of another system. Nevertheless, the
presented results have some general physical meanings
in a qualitative point of view.

We will consider first the stability criteria through
a margin stability analysis. Next, we will study the
gradeability (i.e. the maximum slope that a vehicle
can climb without compromising the vehicle’s stability
or it’s ability to move forward). Finally, we will look
at the power consumption criteria.
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Figure 4: Stability evaluation of locomotion modes on
slopping ground with different yaw angles.

4.1 Evaluation of stability

We use here the stability margin as defined in [2] on
a slopping ground with different configuration angles.
Figure (4) represents the stability margin limit (equal
to 0.1 rad.) on a polar graph where the radius η depicts
the slope angle and the polar angle θ is the robot yaw
angle with respect to the slope direction. As seen on
this figure, mode 3 has the same limit as mode 1 since
a crawling sequence comes through the nominal config-
uration. Obviously, mode 2 offers high stability perfor-



Terrain n Kc kφ c φ K
type (kN/mn+1) (kN/mn+2) (kPa) (deg) (mm)
(1) Dry sand 1.10 0.99 1528 1.04 28.0 11.4
(2) LETE sand 0.79 102.00 5301 1.30 31.1 11.3

Table 1: Parameters of terrain types (1) and (2).

mance with reference to other modes, and particularly
when the robot has a side angle with the maximum
slope. The non-smooth behavior of curves in mode 1
and 3 comes from the switch of the tipover axis from
rearwards to sidewards; however for curve of mode 2,
it is mainly due to the limits of the leg workspace.

4.2 Evaluation of gradeability
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Figure 5: Gradeability evaluation of locomotion modes.

Gradeability is usually defined as the maximum
slope η that the vehicle can climb. We extend this
concept to any yaw angle θ on slopes. We define it as
the limits domain of the parameters η, θ where both

slippage ratio si and drift angle αi remains acceptable.
Here the ground mechanical properties are of first im-
portance. Figure (5) represents on a polar graph, as for
stability curves given in the previous section, the grade-
ability limits for terrain type 1 and type 2 of which
parameters are given in table (1). In this case, limits
of 0.5 for si and 15o for αi are considered. We observe
that crawling mode has good performance for climbing
slopes. The main advantage of this mode is that it min-
imizes rolling traction and so reduces rolling resistance
due to ground compaction. This mode does not depend
on yaw angle, oppositely to other modes. In modes 1
and 2, the lateral force produced in side configuration
affects completely the gradeability performance of the
system, especially on terrain with high stiffness (high
value of Kc and Kφ). This is true only for rigid wheel,
as considered by here by Bekker’s equation, for which
the contact area on hard ground is relatively small.
Furthermore, the curves are not symmetric with re-
spect to vertical axis (θ = ±90o), as the rolling resis-
tance contributes to improve the gradeability when the
vehicle is going down the slope.

4.3 Evaluation of energy Consumption

In this section, the energy consumption of the vehicle
climbing on a frontal slope (θ = 0o) is analyzed for each
mode and for the two terrains listed in Table 1. The
curves in figure (6) represent the energy per traveled
distance as function of slope angle η. We can notice
that the mode 1 is the most efficient for small slope an-
gle, whereas the crawling mode becomes more efficient
after a certain critical angle ηc. As for gradeability,
this can be explained by considering that the rolling
resistance reduces the traction capabilities in modes 1
and 2. The energy consumption increases greatly af-
ter a certain limit that corresponds to the boundary of
gradeability domain, as the slippage tends toward its
maximal value 1 (si → 1). The critical angle ηc for
the terrain type 2 is greater than for terrain type 1. In
fact, the terrain type 2 is harder (the equivalent ver-
tical stiffness Kφ + Kc/b is greater) and consequently
the wheel sinkage and the rolling resistance are less
important.

5 Conclusion

A framework for evaluation of locomotion modes is pre-
sented in this paper and is applied to the redundant
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Figure 6: Energy consumption of locomotion modes as
function of slope angle.

wheel-legged robot Hylos. Some preliminary results
are presented for comparison of performances crite-
rion (stability, gradeability and energy consumption)
of each mode as function of terrain parameters. This
work is carried out in order to provide on-line self adap-
tation of the locomotion parameters to ground condi-
tions. For unknown environment applications, soil type
will be determined qualitatively from textural analysis
of images captured by the robot. Embedded propri-
oceptive sensors (force, acceleration, GPS,...) will be
used for an estimation of terrain parameters. Future
works will consider other terrain conditions such as am-
plitudes and frequencies of terrain profile. This should
be based on dynamic analysis of the stability margin.
This study will be continued in order to establish gen-
eral rules for optimal multi-modal locomotion on un-
even terrain.
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